WP2.5 HUMAN CAPACITY BUILDING ‐ International Relations Staff
4th Training Module: EU‐Central Asia‐China cooperation
with special focus on HE
(ONLINE on Webex)

MINUTES
DATE(S): 23rd to 26th February 2021
PLACE: University of Turin, Italy, hosted online
PARTICIPANTS :
1. University of Seville (US) Spain
2. University of Torino (UniTO) Italy
3. Laurea University of Applied Sciences (LAUREA) Finland
4. Tashkent University of Information Technologies (TUIT) Uzbekistan
5. National University of Uzbekistan (NUUz) Uzbekistan
6. Khorog State University (KhoGU) Tajikistan
7. Institute of Economy and Trade of Tajik State University (IET TSUC) Tajikistan
8. Xinjiang University (XJU) China
9. Northwestern Polytechnical University (NPU) China
10. Northwest A&F University (NWAFU) China
11. INCOMA Spain
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TRAINING CONTENT AND GOALS:
To improve the reciprocal knowledge, expertise, potential, and networking.
To identify and exchange about good practices (frameworks, programmes, initiatives, etc.) on the role of HE (and
IROs) in cross-regional cooperation.
To identify the main constraints, challenges, opportunities, and future perspectives of the IROs partners.

DAY 1 ‐ 23th February
SESSION NAME: Opening and warm up session ‐ PART 1 Cross-regional cooperation (framework, programmes,

priorities, initiatives, future perspectives). Focus on the partner countries.
MAIN CONTENTS

Opening session:
Prof. Egidio Dansero (AGIC/CLE - Charged of Inter-university development cooperation)
Prof. Maurizio Cisi (Scientific Coordinator of the project UNICAC)
Short presentation of the training scheduling and overall approach made by F.A. CENTRONE (research fellow
at UNITO/SME).
PART 1 Cross-regional cooperation (framework, programmes, priorities, initiatives, future perspectives).
Focus on the partner countries:
Prof. Inmaculada Vivas (US UNICAC leading coordinator): “Short overview of the UNICAC project”.
Juan Guerrero (INCOMA director) Beatriz González del Valle (INCOMA/UNICAC project manager): “Main
goals and expected results of WP2.5”.
Prof. Ahmed Yusupov (TUIT UNICAC scientific coordinator): “Challenges in the HE of Uzbekistan and future
prospects of the University Internationalization”.
Joint debate.
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DAY 2 ‐ 24th February
SESSION NAME: Joint Training module PART 2: role of HEIs in cross‐regional cooperation
MAIN CONTENTS
Introduction by Tiziana Maccario (Head of UNITO International Division), on the challenges and future of
internationalization, evolving due to the ongoing global pandemic.
Annarita Letizia (head of IRO at SME and CLE dpt.) highlights the key points of the Erasmus Charter (ECHE Principles)
as well as the structure of mobility activities in light of the pandemic (blended mobility in presence and virtual).
IET TSUC (Tajikistan) asking questions on ECTS: They’ve been implementing the Bologna process since long time but
they’re finding difficulties on the grading scale, therefore they ask suggestions on how to make their scale a
comparable one.
Tojigul Mardonova (Head of International project Department KHOGU) the impact of international projects at HEIs
using the experience of European Partners (Khorog University as a “case study”). Tojigul has been illustrating the
number of international projects and programs joined by Khorog University. Such involvement led to multiple
outcomes (innovation centers, start-ups).
Rosario Lopez Ruiz (Technical Director of International Relations at US): highlights cooperation projects in
Mediterranean Region, with a focus on administrative steps of each Project, as well as technical and financial
management of EU projects.
Lucia Salto (Research Department Career Development Facilitator for PhDs at UNITO): illustrates doctoral careers
outside HEIs at international level, explaining how to bridge PhDs outside the academic environment (directed to
industries, for example), and how to create an effective career networking for such figures.
IET TSUC question: very interested in career evolution of PhDs: they ask how many PhDs coming from our SME school
proceed on the academic path, and how many downwards to other paths seeking for other job opportunities.
Qing Tao (XIU Professor and UNICAC local coordinator): illustrating the history of Xinjiang University and involvement
in “Belt and Road initiative”.
Panel discussion/joint debate with all partners.
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DAY 3 ‐ 25th February
SESSION NAME: PART 3: Links with the New Silk Road, potential and opportunities, research and innovation

‐ PART 4: Links with the socio‐economic challenges in the regions involved
MAIN CONTENTS
Introduction made by Cristina Barettini (professor and former person in charge of the international relations at
SME/UNITO).
UNITO: Virginia Mariano (fellow research TOChina Centre, Department of Culture, Politics, and Society): “International
Relations between China and Mediterranean countries (ChinaMed); Student and teachers mobility programmes”:
Chinamed programme, intensive training programmes. Orizzonte China review.
LAUREA: questions on funding schemes and mobility of students.
IET TSUC: Saidqosim Mukhtorov (IRO head, UNICAC institutional coordinator): “Socio-Economic Challenges In
Internationalization Of Tajikistan Higher Education”: youth migration, job opportunities, young HE institutions, budget
and external grants constraints, lack of research project, no external career for PhD.
NPU: prof. Li Ziwei (deputy director of international cooperation department): “Embrace the Global Higher Education
Cooperation in the VUCA times” NPU's New Global Strategy (2021-2025)”: effects of the Pandemic, focus on
innovation strategies.
NWAFU: Mrs. Jile Kang (Director - Section Chief of Cooperation and Exchange Affairs): “Mission and strategy plan of
the Silkroad Agricultural Education and Research Innovation Alliance (2021-2025)”.
LAUREA: Ms. Tuija Hirvikoski (Phd, Director of the Laurea University of Applied Sciences): “Universities contributing to
and benefiting from the socio-economic, cultural and ecological development across regions”: role and potential of
IROs as cross border across different disciplines, focus on a greater interdisciplinary approach.
UNITO: Cristian Collina (Research Fellow at the Institute of Studies on Asia – ISA): “Paths Of Rule Of Law In PostSocialist Europe And Asia: Renewing The Capacity Building Strategies"
Panel discussion/joint debate with all participants.
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DAY 4 ‐ 26st February
SESSION NAME: INCOMA: Academic Cooperation and Research & Innovation Opportunities
MAIN CONTENTS
NUUZ: Yana Arustamyan (Teacher): “The role of IRO in international cooperation”.
Trainer from INCOMA: Ana Tavares, Expert in EU programmes and Grant Proposals
Contents of the INCOMA workshop:
The Workshop was delivered by Ana Tavares. At INCOMA, she monitors EU funding opportunities and works on the
preparation of grant proposals, in addition to collaborating on the implementation of different projects funded by EU
programmes.
She divided the training in the following parts:
-

Preparation of participants, design of exchange frameworks and competence recognition
General overviews of the main EU grants opportunities
Critical and in-depth analysis of the UNICAC application
Guided overview of the last Erasmus + KA2 application form
Practical suggestions and guidelines
Q&A session.
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